
CONFIGURATION VIDEO INTERCOM SAFIRE 
 

1. Activation of equipment and configuration of IP 

2. Adding the plate to the monitor 

3. Change of language of the equipment 

4. Added more plates on monitor 

5. Call from goalkeeper to PC Safire Control Center 

6. Configuration in APP Safire Connect 

 

1. ACTIVATION OF THE EQUIPMENT AND IP CONFIGURATION 

The Safire video door phones are inactive by default, this means that by default they do not 

have a password for the Admin user. To activate the terminals, either the board or the monitor 

we can do it with the SADP Tool software. Download location:  SADP Tool V3.01.50 Build 

20181016  

 

 

From here we will establish the password of the device. It is important that the password must 

have at least 8 characters and with a combination of numbers and letters. 

In the case of the monitor, the password can also be set from the monitor itself: 

 

 

 

https://athena-visiotech.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/K_dlDmcBG_5ed8vE8zOF/SADPTool_v3.0.1.50build20181016.zip
https://athena-visiotech.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/K_dlDmcBG_5ed8vE8zOF/SADPTool_v3.0.1.50build20181016.zip


 

When the device is already activated, we will begin to establish the IP address to each one of 

them, in the case of the monitor we can do it with the monitor itself:

 

When entering Settings - Maintenance will ask us for a password that is by default 888999. 

 



 

For the door station, the SADP Tool will be used again as regards the IP configuration:

 

2. ADDING THE EXTERNAL DOOR STATION TO THE MONITOR 

Once the IP address of our equipment have been established, we can add the IP of the 

board to the monitor, for this in the section of the Maintenance – Device: 

 



The box must be added with the option of V Series and indicating the IP address that we have 

put on our door station: 

 

With this configuration we will have the equipment linked and working. 

This configuration can also be done from the SCC (Safire Control Center) by adding the IP of 

the door station in the following section:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. CHANGE OF THE EQUIPMENT'S LANGUAGE 

 We can change the language of the monitor from the monitor itself: 

 

In the case of the devices it is essential to use the latest version of the Safire Control Center 

SADP Tool V3.01.50 Build 20181016 

We add the devices to the SCC from the Device Management: 

 

It is important to synchronize the date and time with the PC, for this only with Modify our 

added equipment we have the option of synchronization: 

 

When we have the devices added to the software we can change the language of the terminal, 

either the board or the monitor from the remote configuration: 

https://athena-visiotech.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/K_dlDmcBG_5ed8vE8zOF/SADPTool_v3.0.1.50build20181016.zip


 

 

 

4. ADD MORE DOOR STATIONS TO THE MONITOR 

So far what we have done is add a door station to our monitor, now we will see how to add a 

second door station to the monitor. 

This configuration is made from the SCC by entering the remote configuration of the boards. 

What we will do is configure one door station as the master and the other as a slave of the first 

one, so in the monitor we will only have the master added (as we have seen previously while 

adding the door station to the monitor) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



- The master door station will be configured as follows: 

 

- The slave door station will be configured as follows: 

 

When saving the change, the door station will restart and when it starts again we will enter its 

configuration, where we will indicate in "(Main) Door Station IP Address the IP of the master 

door station: 



 

Once this configuration is done, we will have the two door stations configured to call our 

monitor 

5. CALL FROM DOOR STATIONS TO SAFIRE CONTROL CENTER (PC) 

We can configure the IP address of our PC (only one) so that the board calls either the monitor 

or our PC, for this we will enter the configuration of the monitor and establish the IP address 

of our PC: 

 

To have the call on the monitor, we will only have to press the call button once. 

 

 

For the call to be made on our PC we will keep pressing the call button about 3 seconds (on the 

door station the call will start to ring) 



 

We have made this configuration on the monitor, it works the same if the IP address of the PC 

is established on the door station:

 

 

6. CONFIGURATION IN APP SAFIRE CONNECT 

With the Safire Connect app. we will add our monitor by P2P through the serial number and 

the verification code that we have on the sticker of the equipment 

 

 

The first thing would be to create our Easyconnect account and adding the terminal we will put 

the SN first. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once added, we can see our devices in the app. 



 

If we want to receive push notifications with the calls from the gatekeepers we just have to 

activate this option: 

 



 

 

When we receive the call we can answer and open the door

 

 

 


